CASE STUDY
Commercial License Services

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION CUTS COSTS WITH LICENSE
AND DATABASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES

A rapidly growing Financial Institution selected Oracle to meet its database
needs, but they required an operating model that could support new branch
growth while providing assurance of service stability and maintaining operational
cost to an acceptable level. To meet this goal, the Financial Services Institution
needed a scalable, low risk approach to Oracle licensing and deployment as well
as a supplemental IT team to work closely with the internal team on database
administration services.

Challenges:
CONTROL LICENSE GROWTH AND SCALE DBA RESOURCES AFFORDABLY

Industry:
Fortune 500 Financial
Services Institution

Customer Benefits
• Saved more than 50% in licensing costs
• Repeatable process that meets
compliance requirements on a regular
basis
• Low-cost, annual fee
• Scalable approach to support business
needs
• Supplemental resources to support inhouse team

Solutions
• Data Intensity Commercial License
Services
• Data Intensity Discovery Services
- LMaaS
• Data Intensity Managed Services

Our partnership with Data Intensity has
enabled us to grow to over 200 Oracle
databases with millions of daily transactions
while driving down operational costs by
more than 20%.”
- Head of Procurement, European Bank

Having decided to build on the Oracle database, the bank faced a challenge in
finding the optimum contract structure. Incrementally procuring licenses as the
business grew while maintaining the existing contractual structure was going to
be expensive. They needed a more comprehensive approach that would allow the
bank to leverage economies of scale while lowering costs and properly handling the
Oracle assets. Without managing the software assets, there was no way to ensure
compliance of the bank’s governance and regulatory guidelines or pass an Oracle
audit. The institution needed an agile partner that could manage the assets and
deploy the programs while managing and scaling the infrastructure and the team
with additional resources.

Solutions:
DATA INTENSITY COMMERCIAL LICENSE SERVICES
Three considerations persuaded the bank to select Data Intensity to manage its
Oracle assets:
• An experienced and Certified Oracle partner with licensing expertise
• A comprehensive set of services around asset management, contract
management, business practices and policies to manage assets lifecycle
• An experienced managed services provider to supplement in-house resources
and work as an extension to the IT team
The engagement started by generating a baseline to determine the current
situation. With the use of proprietary tools, the Data Intensity team was able to
discover all of the Oracle software assets in their environment. In addition, the team
reviewed the bank’s processes for deploying and retiring software licenses and
made recommendations to ensure they purchased licenses they plan to utilize.

Data Intensity
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DATA INTENSITY CONTRACTED FOR MANAGED SERVICES

Results:

The bank selected Data Intensity to provide outsourced
administration for its new infrastructure made up of 16 production
servers running 80 databases in addition to its Data Recovery
environment and a non-production DEVOPs environment of
25 servers and 160 databases. To manage the environment
successfully, the scope included daily maintenance, patching,
security management as well as providing DBA expertise across a
range of tasks and the ability to scale as needed. A team with the
right level skills level was put together to support a flexible 24x7
delivery model. The teams consisted of local support and global
resources, which provided affordable coverage and proactive
resources to supplement IT resources during busy periods and
system upgrades.

MASSIVE GROWTH, RELIABLE SERVICE

Given the need of any bank to provide reliable transactions, an
important part of Data Intensity’s role has been to design the
bank’s disaster recovery environment and regularly test the
environment to ensure in-flight transactions are protected from
any system failure or other adverse scenario.

The combination of license management and managed services
has made a substantial impact on the company’s cost of
operations. The bank estimates that the Commercial License
Services alone has saved more than 50% in licensing costs and
the new licensing model will provide greater cost savings as the
business continues to grow.

Throughout the bank’s expansive growth, Data Intensity has
guaranteed that their Oracle environment has been designed,
implemented and managed both from an architectural and
contractual perspective through license and managed services
capabilities. With a new process and structure in place, the bank
receives quarterly updates and future forecasts based upon
utilization rates and contract terms aligned to the forecasted
growth plan. In addition, the Commercial License team developed
a new contract framework that combines future scalability with no
risk, a set pricing structure and an agreed operational cost.
SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS

On the operational side, the bank estimates that building
and maintaining an in-house IT team would have more than
quadrupled their operating cost compared to using outsourced
database support and other services from Data Intensity.
Conversely, it would not have been impossible to match the
availability and flexibility that comes from Data Intensity’s
partnership. “An important part of the operating vision of
our business is to leverage the latest business processes and
technological capabilities to offer services far more cost effectively
than our traditional competitors,” said the bank’s Head of
Contracts. “Our partnership with Data Intensity is making a vital
contribution to delivering on this vision.”

About Data Intensity
Data Intensity is the leading independent provider of managed and cloud consulting services for enterprise applications, databases and analytics. Our
expertise in infrastructure and platforms helps organizations optimize the value of their software investments and business processes, achieving higher
availability, performance, velocity and scalability. We provide a complete portfolio of lifecycle services including strategy, implementation, upgrade, and
ongoing support, across platforms – on-premises/private, public and hybrid cloud. Our services combine best-of-category technology, world-class services, a
flexible business model and deep-routed expertise gained from partnering with over 650 customers. Contact us for more information.
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